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REPRESENTATIONS  OF  DECOMPOSABLE FORMS

CARTER WAID

Abstract. Results connecting binary quadratic forms and their

associated quadratic fields are extended to irreducible decomposable

forms and their associated fields. A rational linear substitution

that carries such a form into a nonzero rational multiple of itself

is shown to correspond with a linear map which admits a unique

decomposition as multiplication by a nonzero element of the field

followed by an automorphism of the field. This correspondence is

one-to-one whenever the form is nondegenerate.

1. Introduction. In recent papers by Butts and Pall [3], Butts and

Estes [2], and Taussky [4], the representations of a rational multiple

cip of binary quadratic form y by another binary quadratic form <j> are

studied. In this paper we generalize these results to rational representations

of powers of irreducible decomposable forms. We show (Corollary 3.1)

that any irreducible decomposable form which does not properly represent

zero (for decomposable forms this is equivalent to being nondegenerate)

and whose degree is relatively prime to the number of its variables has

only a finite number of rational automorphs. Another interesting result

(Corollary 1.3) is that a norm preserving linear endomorphism of an alge-

braic number field (considered as a linear space over the rationals) which

leaves the identity fixed is an automorphism of the field. This result is

well known for quadratic fields and (in modified form) quaternion

algebras, and provides one of the cornerstones for the theory of compo-

sition of binary and quaternary quadratic forms.

2. Preliminaries. Let L be a Galois extension of the rational number

field Q with Galois group G. Let K be a subfield of L and SçG a complete

set of g-isomorphisms1 of K into L. N(d) will always mean NKjQia).
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For a=iax, ■ ■ ■ , an) e Kn* (i.e., a^O) and X=(XX, ■ ■ , Xn), where the

X/s are indeterminates, set aX=^ dfXf. The norm form

(2.1) N(aX) = HI °(*X)

is a homogeneous decomposable polynomial with rational coefficients.

It is simply the field norm of aX considered as a member of the extension

K(XX, ■ • • , Xn) over QiXx, ■ ■ ■ , Xn), and its degree d is the degree of

the extension KjQ.

The following result is known [1, p. 80].

Proposition. If ax=l- and K=Qlax, • ■ ■ ,an], then the norm form

NiaX) is irreducible. Conversely, every irreducible decomposable form is

integrally equivalent to a constant multiple of such a norm form. If we

let Qa denote the linear subspace 2 Qai °f X, it follows that NiaX) is

irreducible ifle Qa.

Let a be a nonzero rational number and k a positive integer. Set

(2.2) <j>(X) = a ■ lNiaX)f.

There are some obvious remarks one can make about the form </>. If

x=(x,, ■ ■ ■ ,x„)eQn and 2 "^¿=0, then </>(x)=a[A/(0)]*=0, and every

representation of 0 by <j> is obtained in such a manner. In fact, the collec-

tion of vectors x satisfying 2 a¿x¿=0 comprises the radical of <£. The

radical is the subspace of all x such that <p(x+y) = <j>(y) for all y in Q".

If the radical is 0 then </> is nondegenerate, otherwise, cf> is degenerate.

Thus 4> is nondegenerate if and only if <f> does not properly represent

zero.

If T=(tu) is a rational (integral) nxm matrix and Yx, ■ ■ ■ , Ym are

indeterminates, then the linear substitution X=TYcarries the form <f>(X)

into the form y>(Y) = <j>T(Y) = <f>(TY). We say that <f>representsiprationally

(integrally) or that T is a rational (integral) representation of y by <f>.

Plainly y is also decomposable. In fact,

y>(Y) = alN(aTY)f = alN(ßY)]k

where ß= aTeK'".

If cis a rational number, we say that risa rational (integral) similitude

of f/> of scale c whenever <f>T = c<f>.

3. Main result. We are now in a position to prove the principal

result of this paper. O. Taussky [4] employed the technique used here to

derive a similar result for binary quadratic forms.
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Let a, b, c be rational numbers with a, 6^0, and let A: be a positive

integer. Let a=(ax, ■ ■ ■ , an) e Kn*, ß = (bx, • ■ ■ , bm) e Km*, and set

(3.1) <f>iX) = alNiaX)f,   and    yiY) = blNißY)f.

Theorem 1. If 1 e Qß and K=Qlbx, • ■ • , bm], and if T is a represen-

tation of cy by <f>, then there exists an automorphism p of K and a unique

number t in K such that

(i) tp(ß)=xT, and

(ii) (Ntf=bcja.
Moreover, ifcj^O, p is unique.

Proof.   We consider only the case c^O, the situation being clear if

c=0.

(i) On one hand

cyiY) = bc\n°(l°iY))Y;

while on the other

<f>T(Y) = a

= a n .(z(2 «.) *)]'■
Since <j)T=cy, and LIYX, ■ • • , Ym] is a unique factorization domain,

and since some o in S is the identity on K, there is a unique t e L, t¿¿0, and

a p e S such that tpC^ b¡ Y¡)=2 (2 aSa) Y}. Hence,

(3.2) tpibi) = 2 Wh       (J = 1, 2, • • • , m).

Since 1 e Qß, we have 1 e piQß), and it follows from (3.4) that t e Qa

= K. Consequently, since r^O, pib¡) e K for every j, and since the 6/s

generate K, p determines a unique automorphism of K.

(ii) This follows by straightforward computation.

If U and V are linear subspaces of K or Z-modules in K, then the

residual quotient U:V is defined by

U:V = {xeK\xV ^ U}.

The pair it, p) of the preceding theorem satisfies

(3.3) teQa:piQß).

Conversely, any pair (r, p) satisfying (3.3) and iNt)k=bc¡a gives rise

to (possibly infinitely many) rational representations T of cy by </>. If

S=iSij) is an nxm rational matrix such that 2 «<%—0 for eachy, then
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S-r-Tis another representation of cy by cf> associated with the pair (r, p),

and all other representations associated with (t, p) arise in this manner.

Corollary 1.1. The collection of rational representations of cy by <f>,

where the scale c is allowed to vary, is the union of a finite number of sub-

spaces of the space of nxm rational matrices. There is one such subspace

for each automorphism of K.

Corollary 1.2. If t:K-*K is a linear map satisfying the identity

Nítx) = cNx, where c is a nonzero rational, then there is a nonzero number

t in K and an automorphism of p of 'K such that r(x) = t ■ p(x).

Corollary 1.3. If o is a linear endomorphism of K that preserves norms

and satisfies o(l)= 1, then o is an automorphism of K.

4. Rational similitudes. If a is a nonzero number in L, the map

x-*ax is a linear isomorphism on L and is denoted by aL. Restrictions

of aL to linear subspaces of L will still be denoted by aL.

Let U, V, and W denote linear subspaces of L. It is clear that U: U is

a subfield of L and that U is a vector space over U: U.

Lemma. Let dim U=dim V. Ifx e U: Vandx^O, then x(W: U)= W: V

andx(V: W)= U: W. Consequently, the subfields U: Uand V: Vare identical,

and U: V and V: U are one-dimensional vector spaces over this subfield.

Proof. The map xL: V-^-U is a monomorphism and since the dimen-

sions agree, it is an isomorphism. Hence xV=U and V=xr1U. Since

x(W: U)V=(W: U)xV=(W: U)U^ W,andx(V: W) W £ XV = U, it follows
that x(W: i/)s W: Kand x(V: W)^ U: W.

In a similar fashion one can show that

x-\W:V)^ W:U   and   x~\U:W) £ V: W,

and equality follows.

We now assume that <f> is given by (2.2), and that 1 e Qa and

X=Q\ax, ■ ■ ■ ,an].

Theorem 3. Suppose that dim Qa and the degree d of Niax) are

relatively prime. Then for any rational number c there are only a finite

number of rational similitudes of<j> of scale c.

Proof. The degree d of </> is the degree of KjQ. Qa is a vector space

of, say, dimension m over Q and of, say, dimension / over the subfield

Qa:Qa. If h is the degree of the extension (Qx:Qa)/Q, then h divides d,

and m=hl. Since dand m are coprime, we must have h = 1 and Qa :Qx=Q.

For any automorphism p the residual quotient Qa:p(Qa) is either 0

or one-dimensional over Q. Consequently, there are at most two numbers t
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in Qa.p(Qa) such that (Nt)k' = c.  Since there are only finitely many

automorphisms p of K, the theorem follows.

Corollary 3.1 If 4>(XX, ■ ■ ■ , X„) is a nondegenerate decomposable

form that is a power of an irreducible form y of degree d, and if d and n

are relatively prime, then for any rational number c there are only a finite

number of rational similitudes of<f> of scale c.
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